Abstract-Three common methods, normalization, log transformation, and rarefaction, for handling outliers and erroneous abundances in Operational Taxonomic Unit (OTU) tables are tested for effects in K-means and PCA clustering as well as effects in NMF. We find that of the three methods, log transformation is closest to the unmodified OTUs data, also indicating that when doing specific types of clustering analysis on OTU data, if outliers are to be adjusted within a clustering analysis, a log transformation may be applied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Working with Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) necessitates a choice in strategy for handling outliers, or OTUs that may be over or under represented in samples. PCR amplification, for example, is known to sometimes non-linearly overrepresent more common species [1] . Strategies dealing with this bias include include normalization, rarefaction, and log transformation among others [2] . Normalization here referring to making the margin sum of squares equal to one, and rarefaction here referring to generating one randomly rarefied dataset given the row sum, or in this case species sum [3] . In other terms the probability of the occurrence of a OTU given the total amount of that OTU [4] . Note that thresholding, the outright removal of OTUs from a dataset, could be used if there was prior knowledge about the OTUs. Known contaminates as well as species occupancy information would be examples of prior knowledge that could be used for thresholding. We examine how these methods, normalization, rarefaction, and log transformation, handle outliers affect de novo estimation of groups using both clustering and matrix factorization methods.
While log transformations may affect parametric tests [4] our primary interest is in clustering, where relative abundances among samples could affect the derived clusters [5] . We look at three cases of clustering -or grouping OTUs -that could be affected by methods used to adjust OTU data. We examine similarity between the adjusted OTU tables and the original ones to determine if relationships are preserved after postprocessing. Previous work has shown that the application of normalization can affect relative abundance of OTUs [5] .
We consider three methods: Bray-Curtis Similarity, De novo determined clusters by K-means and PCA, determining groups using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). NMF has been utilized in gene expression data [6] [7] , but little utilized within OTU data [2] . We find that rarefaction and then Transformation have higher mantel statistics, as a matrix correlation [8] , in relation to an unmodified OTU table than a Normalized OTU table, and this same observation applies also to K-means. Only for NMF does log transformation results appear similar to an unedited table.
II. METHODS
We estimate a Bray-Curtis distance matrix from each of four modified OTU tables, from the same sequencing data, ( Figure  1 ) and compare these matrices with a mantel statistic ( Figure  1 ) to see if Normalization, rarefaction, or Log Transformation disrupts groups. Data was chosen that had three distinct sampling locations and three distinct OTU profiles [9] . We used k=3 for K-means and NMF, which is described below.
We also utilize OTU data generated from Baboon feces [10] as well as Pitcher Plant fluid [11] . To which we also apply Normalization, rarefaction, and Log Transformation.
A. K-means, PCA of Abundance
Using OTU tables we generate de novo clusters with Kmeans and then compare these clusters using a Jaccard-driven similarity. We test these clusters using a silhouette plot, which shows the distance of each sample to the closest other cluster. The clusters are plotted with a PCA on abundance, using the DC algorithm. Jaccard similarities show the same relationships between OTU tables, and when a Mantel statistic is conducted between all tables, log transform is seen to have the highest correlation to the un-edited OTU table.
B. Non-negative Matrix Factorization
Using the OTU tables we generate de novo clusters with NMF and compare these generated clusters with Jaccard Similarity. Across all three datasets we find that the log transformed data is closest to the un-transformed datasets. We also We test these clusters using a silhouette plot, which shows the distance of each sample to the closest other cluster. Fig. 1 . Mantel Statistics between Methods on OTUs generated form barcoding the Atacama desert, otu.plain.dist is Nothing Applied, otu.log.dist is Log Transform, otu.norm.dist is Normalized, and otu.rarefy is Rarefied
III. RESULTS
After utilizing Mantel stats on the generated distance matrices, K-means and PCA, and NMF, we found that across datasets normalization was the least correlated to the unmodified OTU Table, where K-means and PCA was generally on par-with Log Transform until NMF was applied (see Tables  1,2,3) . General trends across datasets were the same. Tables 1,2 , and 3 are presented in three sections the first being the results of the mantel statistical tests between distances matrices, with mean distance being and variance of the Fig. 2 . Silhouette plots of Atacama dataset, a higher average silhouttee is a greater indication of structure. distance matrix also displayed. In the second section the Kmeans results are displayed, with jaccard distance maximally similar clusters with average silhouette, and the last section NMF results are displayed with jaccard distance maximally similar clusters with average silhouette. 
IV. DISCUSSION
Distance matrices are used in hierarchical clustering. In Tables 1, 2 , and 3 we can observe that "normalized" is a fairly distinct distance matrix, and has been shown to cause a substantial difference in OTU composition [5] . These differences appear using mantel statistic assessment, as well as in K-means analysis and in NMF clustering. Similarly, the expectation in rarefaction is that relative abundances will change according to the amount of rarefaction; a presence absence OTU table will have different sample to sample relationships than a slightly scaled down OTU table. We look at the later and, as expected, our rarefied table is shown to be more similar based on a mantel test on distance matrices, as well as in PCA/K-means assessments.
A negative silhouette like those seen in the K-means analysis of Atacama and Baboon datasets means that the particular cluster mean distances to center of that cluster were overlapping with another cluster, an indication of a lack of structure. Since K=3 was used for all analysis Silhouette width maybe be abnormally high in some datasets, as generally a non-maximal silhouette for a given K is chosen for analysis, instead relying on a drop off point before loss of structure so that a maximal k can be chosen.
The optimal method for handling outliers and erroneous abundances depends on data and application [5] . In clustering and dissimilarity both rarefaction and log transformation seems to produce results that approximate the original OTU table; however, only log transformation maintains original OTU table structure during Non-negative Matrix Factorization.
